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Abstract
Background: Studies comparing different radiotherapy treatment techniques—
such as volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT) and helical tomotherapy
(HT)—typically compare one treatment plan per technique. Often, some dose
metrics favor one plan and others favor the other, so the final plan decision
involves subjective preferences.Pareto front comparisons provide a more objec-
tive framework for comparing different treatment techniques. A Pareto front is
the set of all treatment plans where improvement in one criterion is possible only
by worsening another criterion.However,different Pareto fronts can be obtained
depending on the chosen machine settings.
Purpose: To compare VMAT and HT using Pareto fronts and blind expert eval-
uation, to explain the observed differences, and to illustrate limitations of using
Pareto fronts.
Methods: We generated Pareto fronts for twenty-four prostate cancer patients
treated at our clinic for VMAT and HT techniques using an in-house script that
controlled a commercial treatment planning system. We varied the PTV under-
coverage (100% - V95%) and the rectum mean dose, and fixed the mean doses
to the bladder and femoral heads. In order to ensure a fair comparison, those
fixed mean doses were the same for the two treatment techniques and the sets
of objective functions were chosen so that the conformity indexes of the two
treatment techniques were also the same. We used the same machine settings
as are used in our clinic. Then, we compared the VMAT and HT Pareto fronts
using a specific metric (clinical distance measure) and validated the compari-
son using a blinded expert evaluation of treatment plans on these fronts for all
patients in the cohort. Furthermore, we investigated the observed differences
between VMAT and HT and pointed out limitations of using Pareto fronts.
Results: Both clinical distance and blind treatment plan comparison showed
that VMAT Pareto fronts were better than HT fronts.VMAT fronts for 10 and 6 MV
beam energy were almost identical. HT fronts improved with different machine
settings, but were still inferior to VMAT fronts.
Conclusions: That VMAT Pareto fronts are better than HT fronts may be
explained by the fact that the linear accelerator can rapidly vary the dose rate.
This is an advantage in simple geometries that might vanish in more complex
geometries. Furthermore, one should be cautious when speaking about Pareto
optimal plans as the best possible plans, as their calculation depends on many
parameters.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Modern radiotherapy treatment techniques like vol-
umetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT) and helical
tomotherapy (HT) aim to deliver a uniform dose to
the planning target volume (PTV) and the lowest pos-
sible dose to surrounding healthy tissues, especially
any organs at risk (OAR).1–4 This poses a non-linear
optimization problem that can be solved using inverse
treatment planning algorithms that are implemented in
a treatment planning system (TPS) and that calculate
how the treatment machine must operate to deliver a
treatment plan that fulfills the defined criteria as well
as possible. Most inverse treatment planning algorithms
use a weighted-sum method where the optimization cri-
teria and their importance are formalized using objective
functions and weights. According to the chosen weights,
different trade-offs can be made between conflicting cri-
teria. This multi-criteria optimization (MCO) has a set of
optimal treatment plans (said Pareto optimal) for which
an improvement in one criterion is only possible by wors-
ening another criterion.5–7 The resulting set of Pareto
optimal plans is called the Pareto front. By varying only
two criteria and fixing all other criteria at certain values,
the multi-dimensional Pareto front can be reduced to two
dimensions.8

There may be different Pareto fronts depending
on how the MCO problem is formulated and which
treatment machine and machine settings are used.
Comparing two fronts, one front may either dominate or
intersect with the other front. As a Pareto front repre-
sents the set of best possible treatment plans for a given
set-up, that is, for a given treatment technique applying
given machine parameters, it can be used to make a fair
comparison between those set-ups.8,9 In the literature,
many studies have compared different set-ups, some of
which specifically compared VMAT and HT treatment
techniques for prostate10,11 and other cancer sites.12,13

However, in each case, the studies compared one VMAT
and one HT treatment plan, with some dose metrics
favoring VMAT and others favoring HT. The decision as
to which plan was better thus depended on individual
physician preference. Studies comparing different set-
ups using the more objective method of Pareto front
comparisons are scarcer.9–14 Two studies specifically
compared VMAT and HT using Pareto fronts in one
prostate15 and one breast cancer patient.16 However, to
the authors’ knowledge, there are no studies comparing
VMAT and HT using Pareto fronts for prostate cancer
in more than one patient. Therefore, our main objective

was to compare the VMAT and HT treatment techniques
for prostate cancer in a large cohort of patients using
Pareto fronts and a blinded expert evaluation of treat-
ment plans on these fronts. In addition, we investigated
the observed differences between VMAT and HT and
aimed to identify some of the limitations of the use of
Pareto fronts.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

We generated Pareto fronts for both VMAT and HT treat-
ment techniques using an in-house python script that
controlled the TPS RayStation (RaySearch, Sweden)
and compared those fronts using the clinical distance
measure.17 After which, two radiation oncologists per-
formed a blind comparison of treatment plans on these
fronts. This study was conducted according to the radio-
therapy treatment planning study guidelines (RATING)
and attained a score of 96% (RATING score sheet in
supplementary material).18

2.1 Patient cohort

We chose 24 prostate cancer patients to be treated
at our clinic. The computed tomography scans were
acquired in head first supine position with a slice thick-
ness of 2 mm and an axial resolution of 1 mm. We
used the target and organ delineations from our clinic as
they were, that is, without manual refinement. The clin-
ical target volumes (CTV) were manually contoured on
the magnetic resonance images and the PTVs were uni-
formly expanded from the CTVs by 5 mm. PTV volumes
ranged from 62 to 290 cm3. We assessed the need for
ethical and/or legal approval for the present study and
concluded that no approval was required.

2.2 Generation of Pareto fronts

We used version 11A of the TPS RayStation19 in
which the user can choose between several objective
functions, apply them on different regions of inter-
est like the PTV, OARs and technical structures, and
define corresponding weights. In order to assure dose
homogeneity in the PTV, we applied the uniform dose
objective function.For reducing dose outside of the PTV,
we used the dose fall-off objective function. In order to
further reduce dose in OARs, we applied the maximum
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VMAT AND HT PROSTATE PARETO FRONTS 3

equivalent uniform dose (max EUD) objective function,
which was based on the one-parameter model EUD19,20:

EUD =

( N∑
i=1

viD
A
i

)1∕A

, (1)

where N was the number of voxels, vi the partial volume
receiving the dose Di and A parameter. In this work if
nothing else is stated, the EUD was equal to the mean
dose as the parameter A was set to one. Once a set of
objective functions and weights was defined, the TPS
optimizer searched for a treatment plan that was as
close as possible to this set. In addition to the objective
functions, we also used built-in constraints that would
control the dose to secondary OARs. In contrast to
objective functions, built-in constraints had to be fulfilled
in any case.

We developed a script that controlled the TPS for
the automatic generation of Pareto fronts. A detailed
description can be found elsewhere.21 Here, we briefly
explain: the script was based on a scalarization algo-
rithm that sampled the Pareto front in two dimensions
for a given set of objective functions.22 It started by
finding a treatment plan with a high PTV coverage
and steadily decreased the rectum mean dose com-
promising PTV coverage. The bladder and femoral
heads mean doses were fixed at certain values
(± 0.01 Gy) using built-in constraints from RaySta-
tion. The reason why we fixed the mean doses to the
bladder and femoral heads at given values was to
reduce complexity and control important parameters
in order to ensure a fair comparison between differ-
ent fronts. By fixing the mean doses, we were able
to control the position of the two-dimensional subset
with the variable parameter PTV coverage and mean
dose to the rectum in the multi-dimensional Pareto
hypersurface.

For each patient of the cohort, the script calculated
Pareto fronts for VMAT and HT techniques applying a
D50% prescription of 78 Gy in 39 fractions. We chose
the two evaluation parameters PTV under-coverage
(100% - V95%) and the rectum mean dose because rec-
tum sparing competes most with PTV under-coverage,
and also because the PTV under-coverage is an indi-
cator of the probability of tumor control23–25 and the
mean dose to the rectum is related to the risk of fecal
incontinence.26–33 The fixed mean doses to the bladder
and femoral heads were chosen depending on individ-
ual patient anatomy. They were fixed to be the same for
VMAT and HT in order to make a fair comparison and
so that the two fronts covered almost the whole range of
clinically acceptable PTV under-coverages (1.5%–5%).
The upper bound of this range was chosen because in
our clinic, the PTV under-coverage should not exceed
5% to be clinically acceptable. For the generation of the

Pareto fronts, we used one set of objective functions for
HT and another one for VMAT (Table 1).Those sets have
been chosen to ensure a fair comparison based on the
results of a previous study.21 In that earlier study, we
investigated how the objective functions influence the
Pareto fronts and found that the dose gradient around
the PTV was the most influential parameter. Therefore,
we chose the sets of objective functions so that the con-
formity indexes (CI) of treatment plans at equal PTV
under-coverages, which were linked to the dose gradi-
ents around the PTV, were the same for HT and VMAT
by defining different objective functions on different aux-
iliary structures,which we called ’’rings’’. In this study,we
used the following definition of the CI:34,35

CI =
Voverlap

VPTV
⋅

Voverlap

V95%
, (2)

where VPTV was the PTV volume, V95% the volume
enclosed by the isodose line of 95% of the prescribed
dose, and Voverlap the overlap volume between the two
volumes VPTV and V95%. In addition to ensure a fair
comparison between HT and VMAT, we chose equal
objective functions and weights for the PTV and rectum.
All objective functions and constraints used in this study
were convex which was a requirement for having a con-
vex optimization problem meaning a problem with one
single optimal solution.36–39 We used the same machine
settings as used in our clinic: 10 MV flattening filter-free
(FFF) beams,dual arcs (180.5◦–179.5◦),3◦ gantry spac-
ing, 90 s maximal delivery time per rotation for VMAT
(Elekta Agility) and 6 MV beams, dynamic jaws, 2.51 cm
field width, 0.287 pitch factor, and 1.5 maximal delivery
time factor for HT (Radixact). 91% of the Pareto opti-
mal treatment plans obtained for VMAT and 90% for HT
were acceptable according to the standards of our clinic
(acceptance criteria in Table A1 in Appendix A). Plans
that were not acceptable violated some dose criteria for
the rectum, which was the trade-off organ in this study.
Apart from that, all treatment plans met all dose crite-
ria. For better visualization, we fit the calculated Pareto
optimal treatment plans with the sum of two exponential
functions.

For each treatment plan, the system performed at
least two times 40 iterations with a precise dose calcu-
lation at each 40th iteration using the “Collapsed Cone
v5.2”algorithm and the optimization was stopped at con-
vergence (RayStation optimization tolerance: 10−5). In
the RayStation optimization settings for VMAT we set
the “number of iterations before conversion” to 13. We
used a uniform dose grid of 3 mm per voxel. The calcu-
lations were performed with a server containing three
interconnected NVIDIA Ampere A40 GPU processors
and 192 GB RAM. For both HT and VMAT, we evaluated
computation times needed for calculating one treatment
plan as well as total script execution times.
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4 VMAT AND HT PROSTATE PARETO FRONTS

TABLE 1 Sets of objective functions and built-in constraints for generating Pareto fronts for prostate cancer in RayStation applying a
prescription dose of 78 Gy in 39 fractions using HT (right) and VMAT (left).

HT VMAT
Region of interest Objective function Weight Region of interest Objective function Weight

PTV uniform dose: 78 Gy 200 PTV uniform dose: 78 Gy 200

ring 2 max EUD: 72 Gy* 100

ring 1 dose fall-off: 78 Gy, 39 Gy, 1.5 cm 15 ring 3 dose fall-off: 78 Gy, 39 Gy, 1.5 cm 15

rectum max EUD: 18 Gy 5 rectum max EUD: 18 Gy 5

Region of interest Built-in constraint Region of interest Built-in constraint

bladder max EUD: 21 Gy bladder max EUD: 21 Gy

right femoral head max EUD: 7 Gy right femoral head max EUD: 7 Gy

left femoral head max EUD: 7 Gy left femoral head max EUD: 7 Gy

Note: “Ring 1”and “ring 2”were the uniform expansions of the PTV by 20 and 50 mm,respectively. “Ring 3”was the uniform expansion of the PTV by 20 mm subtracting
the uniform expansion of the PTV by 1 mm. The dose fall-off function defined the dose gradient around the PTV: at a distance of 1.5 cm the dose should have been
39 Gy. The Pareto generation script gradually lowered the goal for the max EUD to the rectum. The script did not adapt any other parameter.
Abbreviations: EUD, equivalent uniform dose; HT, helical tomotherapy; PTV, planning target volume; VMAT, volumetric modulated arc therapy.

2.3 Treatment technique comparison

We compared the Pareto fronts of the VMAT and HT
treatment technique using the clinical distance measure,
which has been described in detail elsewhere.17 The
clinical distance of a treatment plan α and a Pareto front
B was defined as follows:

cdB (𝛼) = min
⎛⎜⎜⎝
√√√√ n∑

i=1

((
ai − bi,1

)
ki

)2
,

√√√√ n∑
i=1

((
ai − bi,2

)
ki

)2
,

… ,

√√√√ n∑
i=1

((
ai − bi,M

)
ki

)2
⎞⎟⎟⎠ (3)

where (a1, a2, …, an) were the set of n evaluation
parameters of the Pareto optimal treatment plan α and
(bi,1, bi,2, …, bi,M) were the ith evaluation parameters of
the M treatment plans β1, β2, …, βM building the Pareto
front B. The clinical scaling factor k = (k1, k2, …, kn)
considered the clinical importance of the correspond-
ing evaluation parameter, whose unit was reciprocal to
the unit of ki.14,17,40,41 A previous study17 suggested
using a clinical scaling factor of 0.5 for the PTV under-
coverage and 0.05 Gy−1 for the rectum mean dose.
In the same study,17 radiation oncologists and medical
physicists considered non-Pareto optimal plans to have
a lower plan quality than Pareto-optimal plans if they
were situated at a clinical distance of >0.32 (0.28–0.35)
from the Pareto front. In the present study, we therefore
used the expression “clinically relevant” to refer to a clin-
ical distance >0.32 and “may be clinically relevant” for a
clinical distance >0.28 which was the lower limit of the
confidence interval.

To evaluate the Pareto fronts for each patient, we
chose the better of the two fronts as the reference and

the other as the evaluation Pareto front. We then cal-
culated the clinical distances of the treatment plans in
the evaluation front that were closest to the 1%, 3%
and 5% PTV under-coverages with respect to the refer-
ence Pareto front. Furthermore, we evaluated whether
the aforementioned clinical distances were correlated
to the PTV-rectum overlap volumes relative to the rec-
tum volumes and/or to the absolute PTV volumes using
the Pearson correlation.Pearson correlation coefficients
r between -0.2 and 0.2 were considered negligible
and p-values p of less than 0.05 were considered
statistically significant. We also evaluated differences
in CIs and treatment times (total beam-on time esti-
mated by the TPS) of treatment plans of the two
techniques.

Two experienced radiation oncologists performed a
blind treatment plan comparison for the entire cohort.
For each treatment technique, we chose the treatment
plan on the Pareto front that was closest to a PTV under-
coverage of 3% as this under-coverage is representative
of treatment plans delivered in our clinic. To ensure that
the comparison was blinded, we created anonymized
patients in our TPS,each containing two treatment plans
called plan_a and plan_b, with these names randomly
assigned to the selected VMAT and HT treatment plans.
We asked the radiation oncologists to choose one of the
following options for each patient: “plan a is consider-
ably better than plan_b”, “plan_a is slightly better than
plan_b”, “plan_a is equal to plan_b”, “plan_a is slightly
worse than plan_b” or “plan_a is considerably worse
than plan_b”. We did not detail what criteria they should
use to judge the plans, nor did they know that we were
comparing VMAT and HT treatment plans. The underly-
ing data of this study (in anonymized form), as well as
the scripts for generating and analyzing the Pareto fronts
are available upon request.
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VMAT AND HT PROSTATE PARETO FRONTS 5

F IGURE 1 Comparison of the Pareto fronts for VMAT (blue circles) and HT (red squares) for a patient for whom the clinical distance
between the fronts is not clinically relevant (left) and for another patient for whom it is clinically relevant (right). We chose a fixed mean dose of
21 Gy to the bladder and 7 Gy to the femoral heads for the patient on the left and 38 Gy to the bladder and 7 Gy to the femoral heads for the
patient on the right. HT, helical tomotherapy; VMAT, volumetric modulated arc therapy.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Comparison of the Pareto fronts

For all patients, the VMAT Pareto fronts dominated the
HT Pareto fronts (Figure 1). In terms of clinical dis-
tance measure,VMAT Pareto fronts were better than HT
fronts in a clinically relevant way for 12, 9, and 4 out of
24 patients at 1%, 3%, and 5% PTV under-coverage,
respectively (Table 2). Furthermore, the clinical dis-
tances between the fronts may be clinically relevant for
3 out of 24 patients at 3% and 5% PTV under-coverage.
We did not find a statistically significant correlation
between relative PTV-rectum-overlap volume and the
clinical distance when comparing two fronts (r = -0.07,
p= 0.7 at 1%,r= 0.08,p= 0.7 at 3% and r= 0.18,p= 0.4
at 5% PTV under-coverage). Similarly, we did not find a
statistically significant correlation between the absolute
PTV volume and the clinical distance when comparing
two fronts (r = -0.06, p = 0.8 at 1%, r = -0.06, p = 0.8 at
3% and r = -0.09, p = 0.7 at 5% PTV under-coverage).
The mean conformity index was 0.85 ± 0.01 for both
VMAT and HT treatment plans.The mean treatment time
was (162 ± 12) s for VMAT and (242 ± 24) s for HT. The
computation time for one treatment plan was about 4
min for VMAT and 1 min for HT.The total script execution
time was around 5 h for VMAT and 1.5 h for HT.

3.2 Blind treatment plan comparison

The blind review showed that the first physician’s score
was slightly in favor of VMAT and more balanced than
the second physician’s score which was clearly in favor
of VMAT (Figure 2). The first physician’s main criticism

of both VMAT and HT plans was that the maximum dose
was located too close to the rectum. Also, the first physi-
cian criticized the 30% isodose line extending too far
from PTV, in VMAT plans (Figure 3). The second physi-
cian’s main criticism was that the dose was too high for
the penile bulb in HT plans.

4 DISCUSSION

This study performed on 24 patients shows that for
prostate cancer treatment using the same TPS as in our
clinic, VMAT Pareto fronts were better than HT Pareto
fronts.The advantage of VMAT was clinically relevant in
terms of the clinical distance measure for around half
of the patients. This was in agreement with the blind
treatment plan comparison of single plans on the Pareto
fronts. Furthermore, we found no correlations between
the distances of two fronts and the relative PTV-rectum-
overlap volumes, nor the absolute PTV volumes. Finally,
although planning computation times were longer for
VMAT than for HT, the reverse was true for treatment
times.

It surprised us that the VMAT Pareto fronts were bet-
ter than the HT fronts because, from a theoretical point
of view, HT should have a dosimetric advantage over
VMAT.42 This outcome cannot be explained by the fact
that in this study–in line with our clinical protocol–we
used different beam energies for VMAT and HT (10 MV
for VMAT and 6 MV for HT).When we reduced the beam
energy for VMAT from 10 to 6 MV to match the HT beam
energy, the VMAT Pareto fronts did not change (Figure
A1 in Appendix A).However, the fact that the VMAT TPS
optimizer selects specific beam angles is the reason why
the VMAT Pareto fronts did better than the HT fronts.
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6 VMAT AND HT PROSTATE PARETO FRONTS

F IGURE 2 Blind side-by-side comparison of VMAT and HT treatment plans. HT, helical tomotherapy; VMAT, volumetric modulated arc
therapy.

F IGURE 3 Illustration of the different irradiation strategies for VMAT and HT. The 30% isodose line is more cross-shaped for VMAT (left)
than for HT (right). HT, helical tomotherapy; VMAT, volumetric modulated arc therapy.

Indeed, when comparing a typical dose distribution of a
VMAT and a HT treatment plan (Figure 3), it is notice-
able that the 30% isodose line is cross-shaped in VMAT,
whereas in HT it is more rounded and extends less far
from the PTV. Thus, the VMAT plan resembles an IMRT
plan with four beams,while HT irradiates the tumor more
evenly from all directions. As a result, the mean rec-
tal dose for the same PTV under-coverage is lower for
VMAT than for HT, at the price of less conformality. As a
side note, those 30% isodose lines on the VMAT plans
were one of the main criticisms of one physician.

To better understand the more pronounced beam
angle selection in VMAT than HT, we defined a beam
angle selection score S as a function of the beam
angle θ that illustrates how much dose is delivered from
which direction (Appendix B). Plotting S(θ) shows four
preferred beam angles in both VMAT and HT, but the
selected ranges of beam angles are narrower in VMAT
than HT (Figure 4). This is probably due to the capa-
bility of the linear accelerator delivering a VMAT plan

to rapidly vary the dose rate43 whereas the leaf open
fraction in HT provides less variation.

In theory, it should be possible to mimic a VMAT dose
distribution using HT.42 We tested this on four patients
taking the VMAT plan,which was closest to a PTV under-
coverage of 3% on the Pareto front, as a reference. By
lowering the pitch and increasing the maximal delivery
time factor, HT could spare the rectum almost as well
as VMAT by keeping the PTV under-coverage and fixed
mean doses to secondary OARs unchanged (Figure A2
in Appendix A). However, this increased treatment time
to an average of 16 instead of 4 minutes. Furthermore,
we calculated HT Pareto fronts for different machine
parameters (smaller pitch and field width) for 2 patients
in the cohort (Figures A3, A4, and A5 in Appendix A).
This resulted in an improvement of the fronts at the
cost of longer treatment times of up to 1 h, but the HT
fronts were still inferior to the VMAT fronts. These tests
show that it is important to be cautious when speaking
about Pareto optimal plans as the best possible plans
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VMAT AND HT PROSTATE PARETO FRONTS 7

F IGURE 4 Beam angle selection score S as a function of the beam angle θ for VMAT and HT. HT, helical tomotherapy; VMAT, volumetric
modulated arc therapy.

TABLE 2 Comparison of VMAT and HT Pareto fronts. Clinical
distances (cd) of the HT treatment plan being closest to 1%, 3% or
5% PTV under-coverage and the VMAT Pareto front highlighted with
a color code.

PTV under-coverage (100% - V95%) [%]Patient
number 1 3 5

1 0.430 0.343 0.325

2 0.219 0.239 0.209

3 0.170 0.142 0.179

4 0.798 0.335 0.265

5 0.429 0.324 0.283

6 0.175 0.197 0.166

7 0.215 0.193 0.131

8 0.474 0.385 0.317

9 0.209 0.277 0.209

10 0.364 0.361 0.329

11 0.331 0.289 0.288

12 0.167 0.174 0.163

13 0.098 0.129 0.103

14 0.556 0.289 0.190

15 0.213 0.214 0.151

16 0.540 0.318 0.195

17 0.163 0.197 0.145

18 0.562 0.326 0.258

19 0.467 0.458 0.386

20 0.127 0.081 0.132

21 0.717 0.383 0.236

22 0.608 0.478 0.342

23 0.253 0.233 0.214

24 0.258 0.185 0.138

Note: Grey: cd not clinically relevant, yellow: cd > 0.28 which may be clinically
relevant (lower limit of confidence interval), red: cd > 0.32 which is clinically
relevant.
Abbreviations: HT, helical tomotherapy; PTV, planning target volume; VMAT,
volumetric modulated arc therapy.

since their calculation depends on the chosen machine
settings, in this case the pitch, the field width and the
maximal delivery time factor.

The beam angle selection seen in VMAT is advan-
tageous for simple geometries like prostate treatments
because there are certain angles where the beam
can enter avoiding OARs. For other more geometri-
cally complex treatment sites, like the head and neck,
this advantage may vanish. To test this hypothesis, we
performed a comparison of VMAT and HT for one
oropharyngeal cancer patient using Pareto fronts. In this
case, the HT Pareto front was superior to the VMAT
Pareto front (Figure A6 in Appendix A). This finding is
in agreement with studies that were in favor of VMAT
for simple geometries15,16 and showed that HT was
superior for complex geometries.12,13 The reason why
older studies were never in favor of VMAT, even for sim-
ple geometries, is the following:10,11,14,44–46 VMAT is a
difficult, non-convex optimization problem that requires
sophisticated optimization algorithms to avoid getting
trapped in a local optimum far away from the global
optimum.42,43,47 With the development of new algo-
rithms and faster computers, one may expect VMAT to
get better over years.This is not the case for HT,because
it is an easier convex optimization problem. Indeed, a
study showed that old optimization algorithms for non-
convex optimization problems did not fully exploit the
capabilities of the treatment machine.14

Our study compared the VMAT and HT treatment
techniques by fixing certain dose metrics and varying
other dose metrics (PTV coverage and rectum mean
dose).To the authors’ knowledge, there is no other study
that compares the two treatment techniques by fixing
certain dose metrics.On the contrary,many studies com-
pared one VMAT treatment plan to one HT plan where
certain dose metrics were in favor of VMAT and others
in favor of HT. Therefore, it is not easy to compare our
results to other results found in the literature. However,
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8 VMAT AND HT PROSTATE PARETO FRONTS

our study is overall in agreement with the literature con-
cerning dose distribution evaluations. Also, our results
showing that VMAT can deliver dose in a shorter time
than HT is in agreement with the other studies.10,11,13,15

Furthermore,our finding that plan computation times for
VMAT are longer than those for HT is consistent with
the literature48 and is explained because, mathemat-
ically speaking, HT is an easier optimization problem
than VMAT.42,43 Finally, a previous study on 3 patients
suggested that the distance between Pareto fronts for
different treatment techniques was related to the rela-
tive PTV-rectum-overlap volume.14 In our study on 24
patients, we did not confirm this relationship.

Unlike an investigation on a theoretical
example,42,43,49 our study was limited by the fact
that we used a specific TPS.This implies that we cannot
say with absolute certainty where the observed differ-
ences in VMAT and HT Pareto fronts originate from,
be it the physical limitations of the treatment machines
or the specific implementations of the optimization
algorithms.42,44 However, an advantage of our study
was that we used real patient geometry with multiple
OARs and a realistic dose calculation model. Further-
more, the comparison of different treatment plans was
inherently limited by the fact that different physicians
may evaluate the treatment plans according to indi-
vidual evaluation criteria that may not be consistent
from one physician to the other. In this study, the first
physician mainly criticized the maximum dose as being
too close to the rectum for both the HT and VMAT plans,
and the 30% isodose line as extending too far from the
PTV for the VMAT plans. Those evaluation criteria did
not seem to be important to the second physician, who
mainly criticized that the dose to the penile bulb was
too high in the HT plans. The clinical distance measure
provided a more objective evaluation, but it was a sim-
plification that depended only on the two parameters
PTV under-coverage and mean dose to the rectum, that
is, it did not consider the evaluation criteria chosen by
the two physicians. Therefore, the comparison of the
clinical distance and the blinded treatment plan eval-
uation do not always coincide at the individual patient
level. Nevertheless, when averaged over the entire
patient cohort, the two methods yield the same result
as demonstrated in this study. A further limitation of the
blind treatment plan comparison was the fact that we
only compared one plan on the VMAT Pareto front with
one plan on the HT front, rather than several plans per
front. However, the two plans were located at the same
position on the Pareto front, that is, at the same value of
PTV under-coverage, which ensured a fair comparison.

5 CONCLUSIONS

This study suggests that VMAT Pareto fronts might
be better than HT Pareto fronts for prostate cancer.

This can be explained by the fact that the VMAT TPS
optimizer increased the fluence for some specific beam
angles, according to the capability of the accelerator
to vary the dose rate rapidly and continuously as a
function of gantry angle. The development of new opti-
mization algorithms and faster computers have enabled
VMAT to exploit this capability. This advantage of VMAT
in simple geometries might disappear in more complex
cases, where HT is likely to perform better than VMAT.
Future studies to compare VMAT and HT Pareto fronts
on more complex treatment sites should confirm this
statement. Finally, by changing the machine settings
in HT, we have illustrated that it is a good idea to be
cautious when speaking about Pareto optimal plans as
the best possible plans, since their calculation depends
on many parameters.
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